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known places in order t o provide a reliable map. ~ 4 as science and shll it
was dstinguished from what Ptolemy called chorographj~.
We will return
t o chorography after first going into geography itself.
The story of geography is a particularly fine example of how cultural
traditions can be related to each other. and how ideas merged. The
significance of Ptolemy's work is that he proposed a more scientific
attitude.(3) Parallel to Ptolemy h s h g h s book on geography, a famous
C h e s e cartographer expressed a hkewise concern. Phei Hsiu, appointed
in 267AD as Minister ofworks to the first emperor of the C h n dynasty
(265-420AD) applied even older techniques to make a detailed series
of maps of C h n a . Fhei Hsiu explained that it was necessary t o base the
map on a rectangular grid, while otherwise, 'there is no means of
disfinguishing whYat is near and what is far.'(4) His maps were t o show
important geographical features like mountains and lakes, the courses
of rivers, slopes and marches, the limits of the provinces, prefectures
centuries
and cities. and the roads and navi~able
rivers. In the follow in^
o
n
maps like his became ever more accurate and Chnese cartography
made unprecedented advances.This development was quite the opposite
of how Western geography developed after Ptolemy. The scientific
attitude of the Hellenistic geographers disappeared in favour of fantasy
and dogma. The world maps of the Christian era were manipulated to
in the centre and deuicted as
fit scriutural texts. Terusalem was alwavs
i
a square, and the body of Christ was the guiding formal principle of the
whole map. During a millennium-long period European geography
seemed t o suffer from a collective amnesia. The work and ideas of
Ptolemy were forgotten. In fact, geography was not even counted as
one of the seven liberal arts, while no common synonym for 'geography'
- - .
was in use, and the word itself did not enter the ~ n i l i s hlanguage until
mid-sixteenth centurv.
(5)
J \ J
Still, there are signs of a medation between occidental and oriental
knowledge of cartographic methods. The Arabs seem t o have been
responsible for this mediation. They further developed the legacy of
Ptolemvi after the dawn of the Eurooean
Christian era. From the seventh
I
century onwards, there was a growing number ofArab travellers t o the
east.Thev
also reached China and Korea. and had a Muslim communitv
i
i
in Canton. Arab geography, undoubtedly encouraged by these travels,
flourished during the long period in which European geography had
virtually ceased t o exist. Not only d d al-Idrisi (1 2h century AD), alQazwini (14&century BC) and other Arab scientists, know the works of
ancient geographers, like Ptolemy, but they also criticised and altered
them. It has been suggested that the long tradtion of grid maps of
China had reached the Arabs in Sicily through the Arab colony at
Canton.(G)The conclusion might be that the Chinese, by means ofArab
mediation, played an important part in settingwestern geography once
again on the path of geographcal knowledge inherited from Creek and
Roman geographers.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper consists of t w o dfferent parts. In the first, the author
introduces the basic themes of a research proposal that he intends t o
execute. In the second section, a story will be told that deals with the
subject from the authors Ph.D. reseaich. Both parts of the paper are
connected at a theoretical and ohilosoohcal
level. The subiect of the
I
1
research proposal is in fact a broadening and elongation of the Ph.D.
research.(l) Both relate t o the questions of space, place and the
environment, considered from a cultural-historical standpoint, and with
an emohasis on 'meaninp'
in architecture and urbanitv.The connection
n
between European notions and concepts from the Near and Far East is
a focus in the proposed research. Especially the intercultural influences
will be stuhed.

DESCRIBINGTHE HABITABLE EARTH
The main question of t h ~first
s section concerns the role of geography
in the field of archtecture. Both archtecture and 0
peomauhv
are ancient
O
I
,
sciences. Their respective cores have been defined in treatises from
classical antiquity. For geography we best look at Ptolemy (ca. 90- 168
AD). His work was based on Hellenistic predecessors, Eratosthenes,
Hipparchus and Marinus. In his influential treatise Ptolemy provides a
good definition. He defined geography as: 'arepresentation - in picture
- of the whole known world, the oecumene.'(2) Geography, in thls view,
looks at the position rather than the quality, d e h g the &stance between

-

The hidden order of the Greek city (polis)

Geography and chorography
Whereas Ptolemy defined geography as an essentially quantitative
description of the earth, he also included qualitative representation in
his treatise. Qualitative representation chorography - had to do with
the identity of places. Chorography, wrote Ptolemy, 'treats more fully
the particulars of the smallest conceivable localities, such as harbours,
farms, villages, river courses, and such like.'(7) In artistic representations
of places, places t o build temples, cities or gardens for instance, the
connection of a culture with the earth is revealed.The way such places
are represented is significant. It reflects upon the perception of the
artist, and on the culture from which his or her work arises.The Chinese
tradition of painting the landscape on a roll is tellingly hfferent from,
say, Persian miniatures or European landscape-paintings.To investigate
further these culturally defined differences, we have t o focus on
Ptolemy's category of chorography.
Ptolemy spoke of this even in terms of painting, comparing the task
of chorography as if one were to paint only an eye or an ear by itself,
leaving the contours of the entire head to geography.(8) In terms of
method, it might be well to choose some particular case stuhes, t o
provide a comparative analysis. Further more, it may be necessary t o
subdivide certain levels of scale.The positioning of a single building, for
instance a temple, requires another perspective from the artist and
archtect, than the outline of a complete city, although they should
never be regarded as unconnected. From the specific knowledge and
experience from Ph.D.-research, this issue will first be stuhed at the
geographical level of the city.The city will be regarded in connection t o
the earth, t o the territory and the cultural environment in which it
originated, or in w h c h it is imagined and represented artistically. Also,
at another level, the notion of territory itself is interesting.The essence
of territory lies in the quality of knowing that one is somewhere specific:
knowing that you are 'here' rather than 'there' .(9)The central issue of
place, in other words, seems to be inextricably connected to the notions
of territory and order. Vast territories are represented artistically as
symbolic unities. The complete river basin of the Yangtze River in
Chma appears as a dragon and has been painted on a sixteen meter long
roll, a work of art from the Qin-dynasty.This kind of representation is
significant in terms of chorography, and it seems comparable t o
European trahtions, for instance the Leo Belgicus, the representation of
the Netherlands and Belgium in the shape of a lion. At the same time,
however, they are also very hfferent. The ever changing face of the
river, and the very experience of travelling on it is much more subtly
embodied in those Chnese artistic representations.
To g r a s p t h e o r i g i n a t i o n and meaning of c h o r o g r a p h i c
representations and interpretations, it seems somehow that the concept
of 'order' is of particular importance. Why? Because an artistic
representation can only b e m a d e after a m e n t a l , subjective
representation of the represented object has been conceived. 'Placemaking' is a cultural activity. Before a site or building can ever be a
repose for the senses, it is a work of the mind, because it has t o be
recognised as such. The process of recognition is related t o order and
ordering. In the second section of t h s paper this subject will be hscussed
with regard t o its meaning in ancient Greek cities. The following
elaboration is meant to achieve a notion of the city that could be deployed
as a means of grasping its territorial appearance. There is not really a
new theory involved here; rather, it shows the relevance of an
alternative point of view. Against an attitude that seeks t o define city
and landscape as all too much unconnected entities, a geographical or
territorial understanding of both is proposed that is based upon the
notion of order by means of 'weaving'.
-
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The city represents the ultimate result of human action. It has
always been an attempt t o end a primordial chaos. After the most
elemental necessities were secured, people started t o organise
settlements - eventually cities -by defining laws and 'all the bonds that
link the parts of a city together.' (10)Those who accepted and obeyed
these laws and who knew the societal customs, were community
members, citizens. Each city possessed its own laws, gods and customs,
so that the urban territory marked the boundaries of the local oecumene.
Outside of this space, the communal order of the city did not exist:

'Such a count? is not simplJ; a drvelling-placefor man. Let him leave
its sacred u ~ d l slet
, him pass the sacred limits ofits territoy and he
no longerfinds himself either a religion or a social tie of any kind.
Eveywhere else [. . .] he is outside the regular l f e and the law;
eveywhere else he is without a god and shut out from all moral
lfe'.(ll)
Analogous t o the quotation by Fustel de Coulanges, the poet Rainer
Maria Rilke (1 875- 1926) typified the notion of order in h s definition of
Greek landscape consciousness:

'That was the landscape in rvhich one lived. But strange was the
mountain, where thegods roamed, of inhuman identitir; the headland,
without a statue to be seenfrom afar, the aLysses, never even discovered
ly a herdsman. They were unworthy o f words, an empcv stage, until
man intervened andfilled the decor with pleasure or trage+.Wherever
man appeared, all things stepped aside to provide mankind uith the
space i t needed.'(l2)
A study of the colonial (Black Sea) coastal Greek city-state
Chersonkse supports these observations. Archaeologists excavated a
stone tablet there with an oath engraved on its surface, which had to be
proclaimed by all inhabitants. One had to swear on the gods that protected
the city, the territory and the fortifications, in order t o guard the
freedom of the city-state.(l3) In a social, cultural or juridical sense, it
was not relevant whether one lived w i t h n the city walls or not.What
mattered were the communal values and references. The hstinction

itself was a meaningless anachronism. Most citizens lived not in the
central city itself, and certainly not on the acropolis, that was dedicated
t o the city's gods.Thucydides' hstory of the Peloponnesian war (43 1404 BC) supports this view. During the invasion ofAttica, the Athenians
had t o transport their children, wives, and household to the ci;v.(14)
They furthermore experienced h s compulsory move as hard t o endure,
since the majority of the people was used to live in the countryside. In
a legal sense there was no difference whatsoever between the city and
its surrounding land. The city consisted in essence of a political
community that inhabited a space, a territory that included several
political and religious centres and a certain area of land for agriculture,
hunting and to bury the dead.The basic idea of this city concept has to be
understood in an immaterial sense, just as Rilke dtd for the concept of
landscape. For confirmation we shall once more consult Thucydtdes,
who reconstructed a speech of Nicias, captain of the Athenian army, in
which he reminded his soldiers of the fact that: 'men constitute the city,
not the walls and shps without them. Wherever we settle, we will be a
city ourselves.'(l5) The city was not only a name for a physical,
geographical space, but also and mainly a common political idea that was
carried literally along by a group of people. Wherever they were the
polis existed, even sometimes as an extension of the mother-city.The
Greek polis can by no means be reduced t o a mere physical object. It
has t o be understood as the embodiment of the notion of order and
society itself.
The Greeks themselves, we may safely conclude, regarded and
intended their cities as indeed the spatial expression of their political
ideas.The values that were secured by this societal organisation needed
to be expressed physically and spatially.The agora is a good example. It
was an open space in the middle of the city where important political
issues were raised and discussed by the people. At the agora, everyone
had an equal vote so that the governmental power was a communal,
shared power. The agora spatially expressed democracy. O n the other
hand, the legal and religious foundations of the polis were embodted in
the prytaneum, a public building on the acropolis administering justice
and where the ritual fireplace of the city was located t o honour the
theos polieus.(lG)Yet, although the acropolis was the place where these
holy things were kept and whereAthenals sanctuary was to be found, it
was not the only place where the city appeared as an embodted reality,
where the city manifesteditself. Far beyond the boundaries of the city
walls the sanctuaries of Hera, Apollo, and Artemis, the most common
gods of the landscape, were located.(l7) These extra- or periurban
sanctuaries were usually built in such a way that they were visible from
the hgher grounds of the acropolis, which is why they were so important
as border signs.(l8) Not only did they mark the physical boundaries of
the urban realm, but they also indicated the end of the terra patria.
Exactly at those places, the carefully preserved cosmos changed over
to the dtsorganised wilderness.
The city thus consisted of a number of edifices that served as signs,
and they were all erected t o express the order that distinguished the
polis from the surroundng open country. T h s order was an important
and ever present aspect of Greek culture.(l9) Vernant quotes from
Plato's Gorgias a fragment that underlines its significance:
'And wise men tell us, Callicles, that heaven and earth andgods and
men are held together bj. communion andfriendship, by orderliness,
temperance, and justice((20)
The community that constituted a city by worshipping communal
gods and by accepting communal laws and customs, was held together
by these notions. Orderliness was one of the bindtng factors. The word
seems to suggest a certain order of a geometric nature, an order that
ascribed a meaning t o geometric patterns and figures. The connection
of this interpretation and the often rectangular plans of Greek colonial
towns has been suggested by several authors and seems plausible within
the Greek realm of ideas, defined by the notions from Plato's quotation.

Although it does indeed clarlfy the typical organisation of the Greek
cities, it does not account at all for the organisation of the city in its
territorial sense. First of all, the hinterland (ch8ra), although an
inextricable part of the city, was not ordered geometrically, and secondly,
the cosmos of the city was not an order that, once installed, would remain
effective on its own t o secure the ordering of the world. It had instead
to be re-installed and re-confirmed repeatedly.To contain the personfied
and unpredictable world of nature required permanent reconciliation
through human interference: ' t o secure,' as Pkrez-G6mez stated
dramatically, 'the survival of the world from one instant to the next.'(2 1)
The act that most appropriately reflected t h s medtation was ritual, the
repeated reconciliation of humankind with its environment. Rituals
always played an important part in the mediation between order and
chaos, but only from the eighth century onwards, Greek culture
dedicated certain specific sites t o the execution of rituals. The
establishment of sanctuaries was the architectural expression of these
acts, in which the sanctuary was considered to be a domain (hieron
temenon) that was, so t o speak, cut off from profane space and was
dedicated to a god or local hero. (22)The building of sanctuaries and the
dedication of certain sites and spots t o gods and heroes resulted in a
landscape that gradually became covered with symbolic markings.
Whoever grasped the meaning of these respective signs was a true
member of the community. Another word to indcate a meaningful and
signified space is territory, and this word should be used t o define the
Greek city. Although the term seems t o be rather anachronistic, one
could speak of'cityscape' , an urban landscape or territory-city.The city
could be typified by the beautiful Greek term poikilia, which denotes
something like an affluent dversity. Since it also denoted the art of
embroidery and 'being embroidered', it suits as a striking metaphor for
an archtectural geography of the Greek city.The ambition of the new
research proposal is to expand this concept into other object categories
-from garden to territory - and into other cultures as well.
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